MAKE YOUR OWN RUBBER BAND GUITAR

YOU’LL NEED:
- CARDBOARD BOX
- SIX RUBBER BANDS
- CARDBOARD TUBE (ONE FROM WRAPPING PAPER WORKS WELL!)
- SCISSORS
- MARKER

STEP 1
DRAW A CIRCLE IN THE MIDDLE OF YOUR BOX.
(YOU CAN TRACE AROUND A DVD TO HELP YOU DRAW A CLEANER CIRCLE.)

STEP 2
HAVE AN ADULT CAREFULLY CUT OUT THE CIRCLE.

STEP 3
HAVE AN ADULT CUT A SMALL HOLE ON THE SIDE OF THE BOX. THIS SHOULD BE THE SAME DIAMETER AS YOUR TUBE.

STEP 4
SLIDE THE TUBE THROUGH THE HOLE.

STEP 5
PUSH THE TUBE UNTIL IT HITS THE OTHER SIDE OF BOX.

STEP 6
CAREFULLY STRETCH SIX RUBBER BANDS OVER YOUR BOX - THREE ON EITHER SIDE OF THE TUBE. (VARYING THE THICKNESS OF THE RUBBER BANDS WILL CHANGE THE SOUND.)

STEP 7
PLAY YOUR GUITAR BY STRUMMING THE RUBBER BANDS. IF YOU WANT YOU CAN DECORATE YOUR GUITAR WITH ANY DESIGN YOU WISH.